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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this thesis is to examine possible areas for improvement on the
current Marine Corps junior enlisted performance evaluation system—Proficiency and
Conduct marks. My research questions include the following: Does the Marine Corps need
a new performance evaluation system for its junior enlisted? What type of performance
evaluation systems could be implemented effectively for the E1 to E4 group in the Marine
Corps? What areas in performance management can the Marine Corps focus on for
fostering future performance?
The results of the study conclude that the Marine Corps does not need a new
performance evaluation system for its junior enlisted but would benefit from a newly
designed system that combines key elements of evaluation and development.
Recommendations include updates to the current individual records administration
manual (IRAM), a Proficiency and Conduct scale redesign, and the removal of the
Proficiency and Conduct scale completely. Culture and time are complex factors in the
analysis of the benchmark and all recommendations do not examine the complicated
variables associated with concept of change management.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Famed author and historian Army Lieutenant General Daniel P. Bolger (1999)
wrote in Death Ground: Today’s American Infantry in Battle that
in the Marines, everyone—sergeant, mechanic, cannoneer, supply man,
clerk, aviator, cook—is a rifleman first. The entire Corps … are all infantry.
All speak the language of the rifle and bayonet, of muddy boots and long,
hot marches. It’s never us and them, only us. That is the secret of the
Corps (p. 296).
From the amphibious landing at Inchon to the modern battlefields of the Middle East, the
Marines labeled “The few and the proud” have been there to answer the call as the United
States’ sharpest force in readiness. Their mark of success can be found in every clime and
place. Yet, their success would be nothing without the outstanding actions of the majority
of its elite force—the junior enlisted.
The private to corporal (E1 to E4) junior enlisted make up approximately 67% of a
Corps of 182,000 warfighters (United States Marine Corps, 2010). Due to the elite nature
and size of the organization, the Marine Corps must use specific approaches to manage the
performance of this elite force to ensure proper talent management. Currently, the method
of choice is a performance evaluation system called the Proficiency and Conduct system.
Research concludes that the system is effective in its current format, but could use some
improvement (Larger, 2017).
The Marine Corps Proficiency and Conduct system has been around for more than
five decades and the personnel inside the organization have changed dramatically during
that time. The differences inside the Marine Corps as an organization are immense.
Therefore, there is an opportunity to provide a valuable update the Proficiency and Conduct
marking system to keep on pace with the rest of the changes in the organization.
My research compiles various contemporary methods for performance evaluation
and adapts best practices in performance evaluation from around the world to the
Proficiency and Conduct system. The objective of this study is to recommend
improvements to make the Marine Corps Proficiency and Conduct system more effective
1

based on recommendations from previous studies and examine the Proficiency and
Conduct process with consideration for the cultural dynamics within the Marine Corps.
Based on my analysis, my recommendations for this study include the following:


updating the Marine Corps Individual Records Administration Manual
(IRAM)



redesigning the Proficiency and Conduct system to one graphic rating scale



adapting elements of the Marine Corps Fitness Report to the Proficiency
and Conduct system



removing the Proficiency and Conduct system and implementing a system
similar to Adobe’s Check-In system



removing the Proficiency and Conduct system and implementing the
Marine Corps leadership development program

A.

STUDY MOTIVATION
The initial goal of this study was to examine the effectiveness of the Proficiency

and Conduct markings. The research was conducted by Dr. Chad W. Seagren (Naval
Postgraduate School), Dr. Marigee P. Bacolod (Naval Postgraduate School), and Richard
Larger (United States Marine Corps). Their study explored models that included big data
and regression analysis on a wide variety of variables effecting the current Proficiency and
Conduct system. Yet, the research did not address every facet of performance evaluation
to include future performance orientation. My motivation for this study was to pick up
where their study left off. The objective is to recommend improvements to the Proficiency
and Conduct system.
B.

HYPOTHESIS BASED ON RESEARCH QUESTIONS
My research combines a comparative analysis of the junior enlisted performance

evaluation system of the Marine Corps with the public industrial company Adobe Systems
Incorporated’s performance evaluation system. Additionally, I use existing literature and
2

cultural artifacts to drive my hypothesis, analysis, and final recommendations. My
hypothesis follows.
(1)

Does the Marine Corps Need a New Performance Evaluation System for
Its Junior Enlisted?

Hypothesis 1. The Marine Corps does need a new performance evaluation system
due to a changing administrative environment, changing mission requirements, and a
conflicting understanding of the intended usage of the Proficiency and Conduct system.
Answer 1. Based on this working hypothesis, my results conclude that the Marine
Corps does not need a new performance evaluation system but could benefit from a new
performance development system.
(2)

What Type of Performance Evaluation Systems Could Be Implemented
Effectively for the E1 to E4 Group in the Marine Corps?

Hypothesis 2. A performance development system similar to that of the software
company Adobe Systems Incorporated combined with current Marine Corps performance
evaluation features would assimilate effectively into the Marine Corps culture.
Answer 2. Based on this working hypothesis, my results conclude that the Marine
Corps could benefit from the Adobe Systems Inc. Check-In performance development
toolkit if the Marine Corps intends to transform their performance management tool into
an artifact that captures current performance as well as develops future performance.
(3)

What Areas in Performance Management Can the Marine Corps Focus on
for Fostering Future Performance?

Hypothesis 3. Artifact changes to the Proficiency and Conduct system that include
a new rating format is an area the Marine Corps can focus on based on existing research.
Other areas that could benefit performance management are new training requirements and
the combination of a performance development system with an existing performance
evaluation.

3

Answer 3. If the Marine Corps intends to foster future performance, artifact
changes with respect to performance development must be made vice small changes to
performance management tools such as the Proficiency and Conduct system.
C.

HISTORY OF PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Historically, performance evaluation was not an important consideration for

organizational personnel management until the late twentieth century. Fredrick Winslow
Taylor used theory to relate the fundamental purpose of business personnel management,
saying, “Develop each individual man to his highest state of efficiency and prosperity”
(Fisher & Sirianni, 1984, p. 50). Additionally, the father of modern resource management,
George Elton Mayo, used his 1920s Hawthorne studies to conclude that workers are more
productive in an environment in which they are treated better and managed more
effectively (Sonnenfield, 1985). Following the 1920s, performance management began to
take a role in many organizations as a way of benefiting the overall organization. The result
was performance rating documents that recorded and assisted in managing that process.
By 1950, the U.S. government had adopted many types of performance evaluations
within the performance management system in hopes to benefit its own organizations and
established the Performance Rating Act of 1950 (Staats, 1978). The Performance Rating
Act of 1950 later translated into a performance evaluation requirement for Department of
Defense systems and employees, which influenced the culture of the Department of
Defense to continuously measure their employees’ performance through various appraisal
methods.
D.

SUMMARY OF THE LITERATURE
Extant studies show that the Proficiency and Conduct performance evaluation

system is effective for its intended purpose: promotion (Larger, 2017). In contrast,
literature also suggests that the Marine Corps could benefit from redirecting the current
system of numerically evaluating a Marine’s current performance to a performance
development tool used to influence employee future performance (Cappelli & Tavis, 2016).

4

In this chapter, I outline five studies that involve the Marine Corps’ performance
evaluation systems that include Proficiency and Conduct concepts. The five studies include
Ward’s 1970 comparative analysis of the Marine Corps Fitness Report and General
Electric’s performance management system; Mayberry’s 1986 study on the effects of
Proficiency and Conduct marks; Larger’s 2017 quantitative study on the effectiveness of
Proficiency and Conduct marks; Cole’s 2014 study on promotions affected by Proficiency
and Conduct marks; and Clemens, Malone, Phillips, and Lee’s 2012 study on officer
performance evaluations. Each study contributes to my research as a supplement but
addresses different research questions.
(1)

A Comparative Analysis between the Marine Corps Fitness Report and
GE’s Performance Evaluation System

Ward (1970) conducted a comparative analysis of the Marine Corps Fitness Report
with the industrial giant GE’s performance evaluation system (Ward, 1970). The study
compared some of the more important attributes of performance evaluation at that time in
industry and used GE as a standard for excellence in the area. Ward concluded that the
overall Fitness Report systems would benefit from some of GE’s methods, such as adding
features that increased feedback and allowing the officer being rated to be part of the rating
process. Additionally, Ward adapted the GE performance evaluation method of
Management by Objectives (MBO) to the Fitness Report to apply goal setting procedures
and concluded that managerial leadership could be applied through a combination of
cultural and artifact changes. Some of today’s Marine Corps Fitness Report elements, such
as the MBO themed portion of the Fitness Report, were first introduced in his study nearly
40 years ago.
(2)

Incremental Effects between Proficiency and Conduct Marks

Mayberry (1986) studied the differences in Marine performance. His 1986 study
delineated performance between each Marine based on their individual Proficiency and
Conduct marks and the relation to his or her productivity given a specific Proficiency and
Conduct score. Mayberry’s research compiled literature on labor economics and related it
to the productivity of first term enlisted Marines in three different job fields. His study used
5

hands-on skills performance metrics to measure productivity of Marines and compared
those measurements to Marines in the fifth and 95th percentiles. He explains that the fifth
percentile Marine was considered a poor Marine and the 95th percentile Marine was
considered an excellent Marine, based on their Proficiency and Conduct scores. The overall
study showed that Marines in the 95th percentile were on average more productive.
Mayberry’s study validates the theory that performance, as defined by higher
productivity, is directly related to the Proficiency and Conduct mark. This research
supplements my research for understanding the relationship between performance and the
Proficiency and Conduct marking. However, it differs from my research because my
research examines ways that could make the Proficiency and Conduct system more
effective based on existing performance management literature.
(3)

The Effectiveness of Officer Performance Evaluations (Clemens et al.,
2012)

In 2012, a study was directed by the director of the Manpower Management
division to address the original intent of the Fitness Report for Marine Corps officers. The
study concluded that there is some level of inflation in the system, but the overall system
and its 14 dimensions for performance evaluation were effective (Clemens et al., 2012).
However, the study addressed a need for rater training and that there may be some bias in
the underlying culture that affects the total performance evaluation system.
(4)

First Term Marines and the Additional Systems for Performance
Management

Cole (2014) studied the systems associated with the retention of junior enlisted
Marines. Her study did not directly study the Proficiency and Conduct system, but the
system influenced vital elements of her analysis (Cole, 2014). Her 2014 study included
detailed regression analysis on quality associated with timing of re-enlistment. She
concluded that the Proficiency and Conduct markings did not have an effect on retention
of the best Marines after they were included into another system called the “computed tier
system” (Cole, 2014, p. 17). Cole concluded that the reason for this was that after a Marine
was separated into the tier system, his marks were relatively the same as everyone in his
6

tier, thus reducing the effect of Proficiency and Conduct marks for any Marine outside of
the top tier (in a three-tier system). Ultimately, she explained that the computed tier system
gave the best Marines the first pick for retention and re-enlistment, which simply added
another layer to managing the performance of Marines outside of the Proficiency and
Conduct marking scores.
(5)

Proficiency and Conduct Effectiveness

Larger (2017) studied the effectiveness of The Proficiency and Conduct system
through a quantitative lens. Larger used factor analysis and regression analysis to examine
the effect that the Proficiency and Conduct system was having on the overall promotion
process (Larger, 2017). His study concluded that the Proficiency and Conduct system was
the largest contributor to a Marine’s likelihood for promotion. Larger also concluded that
Proficiency and Conduct scores are highly correlated with each other, which means that
either the Proficiency rating scale or the Conduct rating scale could be removed and the
Marine Corps could continue to measure a Marine’s performance effectively with a single
graphic rating scale. Finally, he discovered some inflation in average Proficiency and
Conduct evaluations for a subset of 2016 junior enlisted Marines.
E.

EFFECTIVE PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS
Boice and Kleiner (1997) reported that for performance evaluations to be effective,

“they require the support of top management to show their commitment and to translate
organizational goals and objectives into personalized employee specific objectives” (p.
197). This statement offers a clear definition of performance evaluation that I use for this
research.
Performance management is defined as
an ongoing process of communication between a supervisor and an
employee that occurs throughout the year, in support of accomplishing the
strategic objectives of the organization. The communication process
includes clarifying expectations, setting objectives, identifying goals,
providing feedback, and reviewing results. (“Performance Management,”
2018)
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There are multiple performance evaluations that are effective for performance
management. Most of those systems have been employed in the private sector, but
fundamentally they would apply anywhere with people as the backbone of the organization.
My research examines the Marine Corps Proficiency and Conduct system as a performance
evaluation method that influences performance management.
(1)

Types of Performance Evaluations

Performance can be examined through traits, behaviors, comparisons between
employees, and results (University of Minnesota, 2016). Many organizations, such as
University of Minnesota Libraries Publishing in its book Human Resource Management
(2016), combine these methods of determining performance into nine types of performance
evaluations. I outline the nine different types of performance evaluations from Human
Resource Management (University of Minnesota, 2016) for the scope of my research. The
nine performance evaluations are defined as the graphic rating scale, essay method,
checklist scale, critical incidents, work standards approach, ranking method, Management
by Objective (MBO), the Behaviorally Anchored Rating Scale (BARS), and the 360-degree
appraisal.
Graphic rating scale method. The continuous graphic rating scale is a tool that
uses descriptors of good and bad performance and translates them into a numerical scale
(MacDonald & Sulsky, 2009). In the case of the Marine Corps, the scale starts at 0 for bad
performance and continues to 5 for top performance. This system is behaviorally based. It
is also similar to a Behaviorally Anchored Rating Scale, or BARS (University of
Minnesota, 2016).
The essay method. The essay method for rating performance includes a
supervisor’s evaluation of a subordinate by the supervisor providing information about a
subordinate’s past performance with relation to good, bad, or both types of feedback
(University of Minnesota, 2016). Human Resource Management notes that the essay
method is trait-based or behavioral and is subjective across raters as it is subjective
description of an employee’s performance (University of Minnesota, 2016).
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The checklist scale method. The checklist scale method of appraisal aims to
reduce subjectivity. The system includes a series of yes or no questions that describe a
subordinate’s actions (University of Minnesota, 2016). Human Resource Management
concludes that this method is often combined with other methods of appraisal to further
reduce subjectivity and increase the likelihood for future effected performance.
The critical incident method. Human Resource Management reports that the
critical incident method is characterized by a manager recording critical incidents or
situations of a subordinate’s behavior that are important to the organization. Their critical
incidents method can be used for positive or negative incidents but tends to become only
about negative incidents (University of Minnesota, 2016).
The work standards method. Human Resource Management concludes that the
work standards approach is a results-focused metric for measuring productivity of an
employee based on established standards by an organization. They mention that most of
the time, this type of appraisal uses goals for employees to meet such as a certain amount
of sales to meet in a given amount of time (University of Minnesota, 2016).
The ranking method. The ranking method of appraisal is a comparison method
for appraisal in which a manager measures employees based on perceived value and ranks
them from highest performer to lowest in relation to each other (University of Minnesota,
2016).
Management by Objectives. Management by Objective uses the work standards
approach as outlined previously but adds communication between the manager and the
subordinate over established goals for the organization (University of Minnesota, 2016).
Human Resource Management notes that there is an added element of feedback after the
goal period that allows the subordinate to address future performance based on the results
of current performance given by the manager.
The Behaviorally Anchored Rating System. The BARS uses performance
measures of an organization (typically descriptors that deviate above or below average
scores) and then implements a critical incident scale combined with a graphic rating scale
(University of Minnesota, 2016). Human Resource Management reports that each scale
9

typically includes narrative information about an employee such as how well that employee
follows orders. This method is partly exemplified in the Marine Corps Proficiency and
Conduct system.
The 360-degree method. The 360-degree appraisal is a performance evaluation
system administered anonymously by multiple employees of an organization on a
subordinate’s performance (Edleson, 2012). A 1997 report by the Office of Personnel
Management (OPM) states that 360-appraisals foster objectivity in rating scores that may
otherwise be stifled by relationship dynamics in performance evaluation delivery (Office
of Personnel Management, 1997). The Office of Personnel Management (1997) also
mentions that managers, customers, peers, or even other subordinates of a subject up for
performance review give the 360-degree appraisal. It is a very dynamic process and must
be carefully implemented for peak effectiveness.
(2)

Performance Evaluation Design

Cummings and Worley (2015) describe organizational development as “a systemwide application and transfer of behavioral science knowledge to the planned development,
improvement, and reinforcement of the strategies, structures, and the processes that lead to
organization effectiveness” (p. 2). Within organizational development, the process of
performance evaluation is designed to increase organization performance. The
recommended process includes six main steps: selecting the right people, diagnosing the
current situation, establishing the system’s purposes and objectives, designing the
performance evaluation system, experimenting with implementation, and evaluating and
monitoring the system (Cummings & Worley, 2015, p. 451).
Of those recommended steps, performance evaluation design will act as a best
practice framework for my research. Cummings and Worley (2015) state that to design a
new system there must be at least an agreed upon purpose of the system and to be effective
it must be timely, accurate, accepted by the people involved, understood by rater and
subordinate, focused on critical control points defined by the organization, and should be
economically feasible with relation to collection and feedback within the performance
evaluation system.
10

F.

FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE A PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
A performance evaluation can be different for every organization due to size, type

of organization, and personnel homogeneity (Henderson, 1984). My research discusses
three factors that influence performance evaluation, their usage, and implementation. The
factors are rater training, cultural inertia, and organizational change.
1.

Rater Training

Rater training is just as important as the method of appraisal. If the person providing
the appraisal feedback does not understand the feedback that he or she is giving, then the
system is null and ineffective (Woehr & Huffcutt, 1994). Unfortunately, this is common in
large bureaucratic organizations such as the Marine Corps due to dynamics such as everchanging training requirements, convoluted training methods, and personnel incompetency.
Rater training in the Marine Corps is discussed further in Chapter III of this analysis.
2.

Cultural Inertia

Alvesson (2002) reports that although there may be a clear-cut solution for any
organization for an effective performance evaluation, cultural inertia may effect changes
or new ideas within an organizational culture. Organizational culture is defined as a system
of common symbols and meanings that apply to “the shared rules governing cognitive and
affective aspects of membership in an organization, and the means whereby they are shaped
and expressed” (Alvesson, 2002, chap. 1, para. 3). Carrillo and Gromb (2007) note that
there is a phenomenon called cultural inertia within organizational cultures (Carrillo &
Gromb, 2007). They conclude that cultural inertia is the tendency for an organization to
remain unchanged due to existing cultural forces. Cultural inertia is commonly associated
with an aging organization that is culturally uniform The Marine Corps as an organization
fits both criteria of an aging organization that is well known for its homogenous culture.
3.

Organizational Change

Hayes (2002) concludes that if an organization does not have the culture to
implement and enforce change quickly and efficiently, any solution is just a great idea. He
also mentions when implementing a strategy, new process, or system in any organization
11

consideration for cultural implications is a necessity. Organizations within the Marine
Corps known for rigid and homogenous cultures may have trouble with implementing
change, even if there is a solution that would improve any process that may need overhaul.
It’s not to say change is impossible, but there are limitations.
Hayes (2002) claims that for effective change, the organization must determine if a
change is necessary and then decide on how they want to change. Next, he says the
organization must outline what they see their organization changing into and not just what
they want to have at the end of some identified time period. Hayes continues that
organizations need to identify if there will be fast change or slow incremental change, as
each type has implications based on organization type.
G.

OTHER MARINE CORPS PERFORMANCE EVALUATION SYSTEMS
The Marine Corps has an entirely different tool for their E-5 through general officer

personnel called the Fitness Report. A recent study by Clemens et al. (2012) at the Center
for Naval Analysis describes the Marine Corps Fitness Report as a tool created in 1999
used to measure the performance of E5 through O8 in the Marine Corps for future use on
boards for promotion, retention, and placement (Clemens et al., 2012). The system itself is
very similar to the Proficiency and Conduct system but measures the personnel in the
Marine Corps that are typically in the rater population for the Proficiency and Conduct
system. Fitness reports are given to a Marine reported on by a reporting senior and then rerated by a reviewing officer. In some cases, in Clemens et al.’s (2012) report, there is a
third officer sighting to verify fairness of grading. The Fitness Report uses multiple forms
of modern performance management tools including multiple raters, subjective essay
grading, and an additional graphic rating scale to distinguish Marines’ performance
between individual Marines.
It is important to notice that this system was implemented to better manage the
performance of the Marine Corps Officer Corps and is newer in terms of its creation
compared to the aging Proficiency and Conduct system. The appendix of this analysis
displays an example of a Marine Corp Fitness Report.
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H.

SUMMARY
This chapter discussed background information for the Marine Corps junior

enlisted performance evaluation system titled the Proficiency and Conduct Marking
System. Background information in this section included the importance of the Marine
Corps Proficiency and Conduct Marking System, the history of performance evaluation,
types of performance evaluations, how performance evaluations function, and how
performance evaluations influence personnel performance. Additionally, I introduced my
research questions and hypotheses. My research questions included the following: Does
the Marine Corps need a new performance evaluation system for its junior enlisted; what
type of performance evaluation system could be implemented effectively for the Marine
Corps junior enlisted; and what areas in performance management can the Marine Corps
focus on for fostering future performance. I also addressed additional factors such as rater
training and how organizational culture effects the organization and its ability to effectively
use performance evaluation.
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II.

METHODOLOGY

Cultural change in any organization demands great attention and evaluation. There
are many avenues of research that address methods of change through evaluation in an
organization. My methodology for evaluating the Proficiency and Conduct system is a
benchmark study. I chose a benchmark study for three reasons. One, it is an approach used
by past researchers for the Marine Corps with respect to similar topics. Two, benchmarking
is a proven practice in industry (Mittelstaedt, 1992). Three, I use benchmarking as a
comparative analysis to adapt elements of a more effective industry-based performance
development system to the current Proficiency and Conduct system.
A.

BENCHMARK STUDY
Benchmarking is defined as “a continuous, systematic process for evaluating the

products, services, and work processes of organizations that are recognized as representing
best practices for the purpose of organizational improvement” (Spendolini, 1992, p. 2).
Yasin (2002) reports that benchmarking began with an initiative in the 1980s for large
businesses like Xerox to survive failure in hyper-competitive industries (Yasin, 2002).
Yasin emphasizes that benchmarking continued through the 1990s and bridged its way into
common practice in academia. By the 1990s, benchmarks were used by higher education
organizations such as The National Association of College and University Business
Officers and Oregon State University to improve college funding costs and increase total
quality within higher education. Today, benchmarking is used to dissect an organization
and identify areas for improvement based on other organizations successes (Alstete, 1995).
Scott (2013) reports that a benchmark study is a research technique that helps
organizations identify methods for improving their organization by using various methods
as “benchmarks,” or metrics, against which to compare themselves (p. 7). Benchmark
studies exist in multiple variations that serve separate purposes. Scott (2013) notes that
benchmarks typically include comparisons of common organizational practices and best
practices as a method for guiding organizations to higher performance.
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B.

TYPES OF BENCHMARKING
Benchmark studies contain as little as five steps or as many as thirty-three steps. At

a minimum, a benchmark study must have the following elements: a plan, a similar
organization to use as a metric, data for collection, an analysis, and an implementation
(Bhutta & Huq, 1999). I use this five-step standard for a framework in my analysis. The
five-element framework serves as baseline to my methodology to identify a
recommendation for the Marine Corps junior-enlisted performance evaluation system
There are more than 12 types of benchmarking studies—sector benchmarking,
generic benchmarking, best-practice benchmarking, criterion reference benchmarking,
quantitative benchmarking, internal benchmarking, competitive benchmarking, industry
benchmarking, process benchmarking, performance benchmarking, and strategic
benchmarking (Scott, 2013).
Bhutta and Huq (1999) list the six most common benchmarks: process
benchmarking,

strategic

benchmarking,

internal

benchmarking,

competitive

benchmarking, technical benchmarking, and generic benchmarking (Bhutta & Huq, 1999).
I use a combination of process and general benchmarking for my analysis between the
Marine Corps and Adobe Systems Incorporated. I adapt Bhutta and Huq’s (1999) process
benchmarking because it compares administrative processes between the Marine Corps and
Adobe Systems Inc. to improve the struggling Marine Corps Proficiency and Conduct
system. Similarly, I also use their generic benchmarking process because it facilitates a
general comparison to best organizations regardless of industry or organizational
environment.
Nevertheless, benchmarking as a research methodology has criticisms. A common
criticism, and limitation to my research, is that it promotes incremental organizational
change that does not welcome sustainability. Yet, there is evidence to show that in
organizations with heavy cultural inertia there is value in incremental change as long as it
is driven by other periodic radical changes and upper management support (Eisenbach,
Watson, & Pillai, 1999).
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I use benchmarking in this study as a method to capitalize on the innovations of the
Adobe software organization’s combined performance evaluation and performance
development systems. I examine Adobe through comparative analysis against the Marine
Corps Proficiency and Conduct system. I then use that comparative analysis to adapt the
Adobe systems to the Marine Corps Proficiency and Conduct process for total system
improvement.
C.

SELECTION CRITERIA
Selection of similar organizations for comparison ensures simplicity in adaption of

best practices between organizations. If two organizations are arbitrarily selected, the
likelihood of effective results may be reduced. In this study, there are three selection criteria
I use to identify a similar organization to compare to the Marine Corps. The first criterion
is the successfulness of the organization. Adobe is well known as a successful organization
in personnel management (Capelli & Tavis, 2016). The second criteria is the number of
personnel working within the organization in relation to their market. The size of Adobe is
directly comparable to the Marine Corps in that they both on the smaller end of their
market. For example, the Marine Corps employs around 184,000, while the army stands at
about 483,000. (The Heritage Foundation, 2018). In a similar situation, top tech companies
such as Google have about 154,000 employees (Loudenback & Martin, 2015). Yet, Adobe
lies on the smaller end of the spectrum at around 15,000 (Adobe Systems Inc., 2018).
D.

ORGANIZATIONAL ARTIFACTS
Artifacts are the visible elements of an organization that influence its culture

(Tharp, 2009). In this study, artifacts become the data that support my analysis. Artifact
data includes a subset of internal documents from the Marine Corps, an informational
teleconference, and an Adobe Check-In performance evaluation template. The internal
Marine Corps documents provide cultural snapshots and background information. The
teleconference with personnel at Marine Corps Manpower Information Systems Division
provides process and procedural data associated with the Marine Corps process.
The Adobe Check-In form provides cultural artifact data from Adobe’s
performance development system for benchmarking against the Marine Corps Proficiency
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and Conduct performance evaluation system. The artifact is used as a metric for the Marine
Corps Proficiency and Conduct system as a whole, as a process, and as rating artifact. It
serves as a manifestation of values and norms through objects or expressions set against
Adobe’s Check-In performance evaluation and performance development tool (Burkus,
2014). A limitation to my data for this study is that the Adobe Systems Incorporated CheckIn is not supported by employee statements on the usage of the document. The document
may not have been used to its potential and could have had some other replacement
administrative function to fully implement its effectiveness. Even with this limitation, the
final recommendations on my research do not aim to examine Adobe culture but provide
the Marine Corps with a reasonable administrative system in the form of an artifact to
follow for their future in performance management. All data is qualitative in nature and
aids in my final recommendations.
E.

SUMMARY
This chapter discussed my methodology of comparative analysis through

benchmarks. It included the various types of benchmarks across the benchmarking industry
and addressed the purpose of the benchmark for best practices. My purpose for using this
method of comparative analysis was to explore the topic of performance evaluation through
the lens of other successful organizations and adapt their successes to the Marine Corps
current performance evaluation system. This benchmark provided the mold for useful
performance management techniques of other organizations that are similar to the Marine
Corps, including Adobe Systems Inc.
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III.

ANALYSIS

Advocates of Total Quality Management, such as famed statistician William
Deming, argue that performance evaluation is useless due to the rater’s inability to
accurately observe and evaluate a ratee’s performance. Yet, over the past decade, research
has concluded that given rater training and properly managed human resource procedures,
performance evaluations can have a profound effect on the future personnel that drive the
performance of the organization (Deming, 1986).
The following analysis compares the attributes of the Marine Corps’ Proficiency
and Conduct system with the Adobe performance evaluation system as a benchmark of
success through performance evaluation artifacts. I discuss the nature of each company’s
current system, how the two systems are similar, how they are different, and what element
of Adobe’s system that I would adapt to the Marine Corps’ system. Graphic depictions of
the Marine Corps Proficiency and Conduct formats and the Adobe Check-In formats are
shown throughout this study.
A.

THE PROCESS: THE CURRENT METHOD FOR MARINE CORPS
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
1.

The Marine Corps

In Figure 1, I model the total process for the Proficiency and Conduct system. The
process starts with a requirement to execute Proficiency and Conduct marks initiated by
the IRAM (United States Marine Corps, 2000). Based on that requirement, a rater is
influenced to execute the creation of Proficiency and Conduct marks for a given period.
Influences exist in various forms that may include a direct order from higher command,
rater initiative, or ratee reminders. Influences are verbal or formal in nature.
Once the rater begins the process of conducting Proficiency and Conduct marks, it
may take as long as 10 to 20 minutes to write the marks in to the digital format shown in
the Appendix of this analysis. After the marks are generated and the system is submitted
to the chain of command, it may take hours, weeks, or even months to submit a Marine’s
Proficiency and Conduct marks. In some occasions, the Proficiency and Conduct marks
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may never be submitted to higher organizations as a product of human error. The chain of
command that the Proficiency and Conduct marks pass through for a typical Marine E1 to
E4 begins at the IRAM and ends at the final administrative archiving of Proficiency and
Conduct marks in the Marine Corps Total Force System (MCTFS).
Because a junior Marine may work in a wide variety of administrative
environments, the Proficiency and Conduct system chain of command is not always the
same. For example, at any given unit, a junior Marine may be rated by a first lieutenant or
captain as the first supervisor in his chain of command. Under this administrative
environment, the rater scores go straight to MCTFS after one step in the chain of command.
On the other end of the spectrum, the first supervisor rating in the chain of command may
be from a sergeant, which is the standard process flow for initiating the system. Under the
standard process, the rating scores may go through three or more vertical nodes in the chain
of command before ever being archived by the commanding officer at the end of process.
Variation may complicate the process. For simplicity, I use the standard process flow in
which the sergeant typically initiates the Proficiency and Conduct evaluations for his junior
Marines. Figure 1 depicts a common chain of command flow for Proficiency and Conduct
ratings.
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Figure 1. Standard Process and Chain of Command for the Marine Corps Hierarchy
of Proficiency and Conduct Marks

Adapted from personal communication with Scott Bullard of the United States Marine
Corps’ MI division on August 4, 2017.

The typical sequence after the initial requirement for a Marine to rate Proficiency
and Conduct marks begins when the ratee receives marks from his first line supervisor.
Next, the follow-on supervisor, typically the first officer or staff-noncommissioned officer,
may review the marks if he feels necessary. From there, the company staff, such as the
company senior enlisted advisor and commanding officer, may review the marks for
approval and submission to the next level of the chain of command. Finally, the company
staff forwards the Proficiency and Conduct recommendations to the battalion command
staff. The battalion command staff includes the battalion commander and the battalion
sergeant major. Once the battalion commander feels the Proficiency and Conduct marks
are correct, they are submitted to MCTFS for final administrative archival.
Submission of Proficiency and Conduct marks can pass through as many raters as
the battalion deems necessary to obtain the accurate markings of the Marine. That may
mean one creation of marks by the Proficiency and Conduct rater and one submission by
the battalion staff. Alternatively, that may include four or more layers of grading
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recommendations for the staff of within the battalion before the battalion commanding
officer receives the Proficiency and Conduct scores for individual Marines.
2.

Adobe

Adobe uses “Check-In” as a new performance development tool. Check-Ins
consists of a 17-page document that includes rater and ratee information on performance
development in the Adobe performance development environment (Adobe Systems Inc.,
2015). A front-page snapshot of the Check-In is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. A Snapshot of the Adobe Check-In.
Source: Adobe Systems Inc. (2015).

Outside of the Adobe Check-In artifact, it is unclear how the entire system that
surrounds the Adobe Check-In process exists. For the nature of this analysis, the Check-In
document form of performance development serves as one part of a larger process that is
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outside the scope of this research. The Check-In may aid in the overall promotion and
development of future performance of the rater and ratee as well as influence the success
of the total Adobe organization regarding its customer base.
3.

Similarities

I examine similarities between the Adobe and Marine Corps performance
evaluation artifacts—the Check-In and Proficiency and Conduct marking format,
respectively. The similarities I discover lie within the rating formats themselves. First, the
Marine Corps Proficiency and Conduct marking format is a piece of the overall process
that has a grade and feedback section, thus enabling the rater and ratee to conduct a
feedback communication connection at some point in the performance evaluation process.
In the Adobe rating format, there is also a feedback section on all of its rating format pages,
which enables a feedback scenario at some point in their performance evaluation process.
It is important to note that each feedback process scenario is similar but not exactly the
same and will only function properly if the rater and ratee team actually uses it. Both Adobe
and the Marine Corps do not dictate on their rating format the necessity to give feedback
in a scenario, although, the organization may dictate the necessity of feedback in the
process. For example, many junior Marines in the Marine Corps may not receive a
feedback session from their rater due to time constraints or rater competency in feedback
approaches.
Additionally, both the Marine Corps and Adobe place emphasis on their personnel.
The two processes for each organization will always have a series of factors that affect the
overall system they implement. Figure 3 displays the overall process that each organization
faces when utilizing performance management systems (MacDonald & Sulsky, 2009).
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Figure 3. Modeling the Process. Source: MacDonald and Sulsky (2009).

4.

Differences

Process differences between Adobe and the Marine Corps are based on the rating
formats in their respective artifacts. Each rating format explains one element, of many
elements, in the overall process that each company uses for performance evaluation. When
comparing the rating format of the Proficiency and Conduct against the Check-In, the
Check-In uses a larger variation of process information. Adobe uses a 17-page document
and the Marine Corps has a one-page document. Given that bit of information, the overall
process for the Marine Corps implies that it is much shorter when conducting a counseling
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and communication session between the rater and ratee team. Additionally, Adobe has a
wider array of background information within their performance evaluation document than
the Marine Corps Proficiency and Conduct rater document. For example, Adobe discusses
the purpose of their document and initiates their check in with the terms “expectations,
feedback, and development” (Adobe Systems Inc., 2015). The Marine Corps displays the
feedback and grading element of its format and omits the expectations and development
portion of the process that is explicitly shown in Adobe’s Check-In document.
5.

Adaption

Adaption, the primary goal of my benchmark analysis through analyzing cultural
artifact data, is a product of using what the Marine Corps is already employing effectively
in performance evaluation and supplementing it with additional items from Adobe that add
value to the overall performance evaluation process that push it towards a performance
development mechanism. Based on the already existing Proficiency and Conduct marks
process from beginning to end, there is an emphasis on one-way feedback, but the process
would benefit from two more added elements that Adobe possesses—expectations and
feedback.
Expectations and feedback will move the process from a performance evaluation
process and move it to a performance development process, but can only be accomplished
through cultural buy-in. Expectations sections are important for Marines of both parties in
the rater and ratee relationship to make their roles clear and much more attainable. The
expectations portion of a system is also a mechanism that supports feedback and
communication. At times, missions can be very unclear in the Marine Corps, but this a
good opportunity to provide clarity between individuals in an organization that demands
strict adherence to orders. A more robust feedback section of the performance evaluation
system would benefit all parties in the rater and ratee relationship because it enables open
communication, improves goal setting, and fosters collaboration and counseling between
superior and subordinate.
By adding the feedback system in conjunction with an expectations section, there
is a reduction in operational time burden by weaning out other inefficient procedures for
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counseling like separate counseling jackets. Additionally, rater and ratee relationships can
expect higher rates of communication and foster a more effective work environment.
Specific examples of expectation elements of the Proficiency and Conduct system include
a new expectations dialogue box for the rater and ratee. For feedback and enhanced
communication adding a new feedback format that incentivizes the rater and ratee to
engage in quality communication is important. An example of this is a feedback dialogue
section, such as two-way feedback boxes within the Proficiency and Conduct marks format
that can only be manipulated by the rater or ratee depending on the section of the system.
B.

THE PURPOSE
1.

The Marine Corps

After examination of the Proficiency and Conduct format, I conclude that the
purpose of the Proficiency and Conduct evaluation system is three-pillared. The three
pillars that define the purpose of the Proficiency and Conduct Marking system is a
promotional system enabling device, a performance snapshot, and a one-way feedback
session for junior enlisted Marines.
The Marine Corps Promotion Manual, Volume 2, Enlisted Promotions (MCO
P1400.32D Ch 2) uses the Proficiency and Conduct marking evaluation system as a subfunction of the composite score (United States Marine Corps, 2012). The composite score
supports promotional decisions, therefore, the intended purposes of Proficiency and
Conduct evaluations are to facilitate promotion decisions for enlisted Marines. At the same
time, the Proficiency and Conduct’s scoring and remarks section of their artifact serves as
a snapshot to capture performance of an individual Marine over a given period that could
range from promotion to a semi-annual performance review. The remarks section enables
communication in the performance evaluation system, albeit one-way. Yet, there is no
defined purpose for Marines or stakeholders to understand that until they have read all of
the surrounding manuals on administration that use the terms Proficiency and Conduct
marks. An example of one of the purposes for the Proficiency and Conduct scores is shown
in Figure 4, which displays a calculator that describes the cutting score as a component of
the composite score.
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Figure 4. An Available Composite Score Calculator from the Marine Online
Resource System. Source: United States Marine Corps (n.d.).

The purpose for Adobe’s performance evaluation and performance development
document is listed on each page and varies depending on the section of the document that
the user is executing. The purpose for each section is explicit and implicit based on the
portion of the Check-In system timeline that is executed. For example, on the first page of
the Check-In, there is a statement that describes how and what the Check-In document is
used for, thus clarifying its purpose (Adobe Systems Inc., 2015). The purpose includes
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performance evaluation, goal setting, performance development, and increased
communication. Data limitations leave this open to interpretation.
2.

Similarities

The comparisons between the two documents are explicit in their formatting but
are also implicit. The explicit similarities in both documents are related to their design of
the remarks sections. Each rating format accounts for some method of remarks. Each
organization uses a different name for that feedback section. Implicitly, the purpose of the
two documents is to capture performance in some way and communicate that performance
between at least two people in a rater and ratee team.
3.

Differences

The two primary differences in purpose between the Marine Corps system and the
Adobe system are based on feedback and what they are attempting to facilitate. First, the
Marine Corp’s primary purpose for their document is to enable promotion decisions of
their junior enlisted. Adobe does not address promotion in their Check-In artifact and this
document does not address whether it is for a specific set of subordinate personnel such as
junior personnel. Moreover, the Adobe document facilitates future development and the
Marine Corps system only captures current performance without regard for future
development.
4.

Adaption

By adapting the Adobe Check-In to the Proficiency and Conduct system, the
Marine Corps could capitalize on Adobe’s methods of clarity through direct language used
inside their Check-In toolkit. Language clarity ensures the rater and ratee team understand
the real purpose of their system. If the Marine Corps creates a purpose statement in their
IRAM and places that same language within their Proficiency and Conduct document, it
gives the rating team a better understanding of the greater value of their interactions. This
incremental step allows the Marine Corps to use the familiar existing artifacts and
strengthen their intrinsic value by adding to them. Additionally, the Proficiency and
Conduct system could combine elements of other performance development programs into
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the current Proficiency and Conduct performance evaluation system and repurpose their
performance evaluation system to aid current performance and address future performance
simultaneously.
C.

THE DESIGN
1.

The Marine Corps

The current Marine Corps method for junior enlisted performance evaluation is
titled and commonly referred to as the Proficiency and Conduct evaluation. Its current
performance evaluation measurement system is split into two individual behaviorally
anchored rating scales—the Proficiency scale and the Conduct scale. Each scale is
categorized over a list of individual attributes, mainly adjectives, for consideration before
giving a score. Scores for both Proficiency and Conduct ratings must fall between 0.0 and
5.0, inclusively. Changes to the score occur to the tenth of a point for differentiation
purposes (Larger, 2017). The current Proficiency grading scale is depicted in Figure 5. The
Conduct grading scale is depicted in Figure 6.
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Figure 5. Proficiency Grading Scale. Source:
United States Marine Corps (2000).
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Figure 6. Conduct Grading Scale. Source:
United States Marine Corps (2000).

Within the proficiency ratings section of the IRAM, the following are the attributes
that must be analyzed by a rater before giving a rating to a subordinate: mission
accomplishment, leadership, intellect and wisdom, individual character, physical fitness,
personal appearance, professional military education, Marine Corps Institute courses, and
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off-duty education (United States Marine Corps, 2000). The IRAM notes that conduct
analyzed attributes include the following: bearing, attitude, interest, reliability, courtesy,
cooperation, obedience, adaptability, influence on others, moral fitness, physical fitness as
affected by clean and temperate habits, participation in unit activities not directly related
to unit mission, and assignment to weight control. Table 1 is a list of attributes that Marines
examine for the Proficiency and Conduct grading system.

Table 1.

List of Proficiency and Conduct Attributes.
Source: United States Marine Corps (2000).

Conduct

Proficiency

Conformance to accepted usage

Mission accomplishment

Positive contributions to unit and Corps

Leadership

General bearing

Intellect

Attitude

Wisdom

Interest

Individual character

Reliability

Physical fitness

Courtesy

Personal appearance

Cooperation

Completion of professional military education

Obedience

Completion of Marine Corps Institute courses

Adaptability

Off-duty education

Influence on others
Moral fitness
Physical fitness as effected by clean and
temperate habits
Participation in unit activities not directly
related to unit mission

In addition to the attributes that each rater and ratee team must consider in the
execution of Proficiency and Conduct markings, there is a grading scale that the rater must
apply between 0.0 to 5.0 based on their individual understanding of the terms listed in
Table 1 and additional comments delivered by the IRAM.
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2.

Adobe

Adobe removes the need for a computational graphic rating scale and implements
a three-part paper-based guideline system called a Check-In Toolkit. The three-part system
is composed of three main pieces: expectations, feedback, and development. The pieces
are distributed throughout the entire document and used when necessary. For example, a
feedback document may have elements of expectations and development included in the
same document. Figure 7 shows a snapshot of the three-part system within the Adobe
Check-In.

Figure 7. A Snapshot of the Adobe Check-In’s Three-Part System.
Source: Adobe Systems Inc. (2015).

Visually, the Check-In toolkit is a set of seven recommended guides and worksheets
and an additional front-page introduction document that are used by a rater and ratee team
during a period of work observation period, if the team decides the toolkit is necessary for
their total work relationship, which implies this system is voluntary.
The introduction document includes the purpose of the Check-In Toolkit and what
to expect when using the document. The seven worksheets and guides are broken into
multiple sub-sections. The first worksheet is broken down into two parts for the rater and
ratee team. It delivers the information necessary for the ratee to understand what they
should know about the expectations element of the Check-In. Sub-sections of this
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document include when the Check-Ins should occur and directions on how to use the
Check-In toolkit as a guide.
3.

Similarities

Each system contains a comments section for feedback, a mechanism for
performance measurement, and layers additional supplemental documentation that
supports the evaluation system. For the Marine Corps, they use a dialogue box for raters to
include comments in their feedback section. The Marine Corps utilizes their performance
measurement scale, and Adobe uses multiple scaling methods that use open
communication to describe performance.
4.

Differences

The primary difference in the two systems is that Adobe combines expectations,
feedback, and development into one total product, while the Marine Corps Proficiency and
Conduct marks artifact is a singular rating scale feedback system. Additionally, Adobe
does not dictate inside their document which form must be used in their packet of CheckIn documents. Adobe gives potential methods for the rater and ratee to use during their
Check-In meetings.
5.

Adaption

By benchmarking, value for the Marine Corps lies in utilizing the effective elements
of Adobe’s check in system. In this analysis, I use the rating form differences that the
Marine Corps omits, which includes performance development elements and an
expectations section.
D.

OCCURRENCE OF APPRAISAL
1.

The Marine Corps

Marine Corps Order P1070.12H, the IRAM and ALMAR 360/97 state that
at a minimum, Proficiency and Conduct marks are required to be recorded
during the semi-annual evaluation periods ending 31 January and 31 July.
The minimum observation criteria require that a Marine perform the same
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duties in excess of 30 days before new marks are recorded. (United States
Marine Corps, 2008)
Once each score is computed by the superior it is submitted to a chain of superiors
for concurrence and final submission to the Marine Information Systems division of the
Marine Corps for permanent record keeping. Simultaneously, that Proficiency and Conduct
score is to be delivered to the subordinate being graded in some fashion via counseling.
Feedback methods may vary across the organization as there is no official standard for
feedback across the organization. Historically, Proficiency and Conduct scores are used as
documents for future disposition of an individual Marine’s career such as court martial or
duty assignment.
Raters in the Proficiency and Conduct system are comprised of the individual
conducting the rating, typically a junior Marine’s direct supervisor, and the chain of followon raters that are involved in the submission process of the Proficiency and Conduct to
Headquarters Marine Corps for final record. There are 16 different occasions in which a
Marine would be given Proficiency and Conduct marking scores. The occasions for
reporting are unique in each situation but are not always for measuring performance.
Sometimes, they are used as a critical incident indicator such as deserter status. The 16
different occasions are listed in Table 2.
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Table 2.

Proficiency and Conduct Occasions.
Source: United States Marine Corps (2000).

Occasion for Reporting Proficiency and Conduct Marks Occasion Code (Active Duty) Occasion Code (Reserve Duty)
Transfer

Assignment to Active Duty (Reserve)
Assignment to Involuntary Active Duty (Reserve)
Release from Active Duty
Release from EAD, AR, etc. (Reserve)
Completion of Initial Skill Training
Completion of recruit training
Temporary Disability Retired List (TDRL)
Discharge
Promotion to Corporal or Sergeant
Reduction
Declared Deserter (first day of UA period)
Last Day Prior to Declaring Deserter
To TAD
TAD Complete
Change of Primary Duty
Service School Completion
Semiannual
Annual
Completion of Annual Training
Recommended (See MCO Pl400.32.)
ADSW (Active Duty Special Work)

TR
TR
TR
TR
TR
TR
TR

TR
TR
TR
TR
TR
TR
TR

DL
DC
PR
RD
DD
PD
TD
TC
CD
SC
SA
--RE
--

DL
DC
PR
RD
----CD
SC
-AN
AT
RE
RT

When a rater initiates marks, he uses the guidelines of MCO P1070.12K W CH1,
the Individual Records Administration Manual (IRAM) on pages 4-34 to page 4-43. The
manual gives general guidance on the measures and is up for interpretation when rating.
For example, the IRAM states that,
Generally, a recruit will receive a conduct mark in the 4.0-4.4 range. As an
example, an average recruit would receive a conduct mark of 4.2. A recruit
receiving nonjudicial punishment (NJP) will normally be assigned a
conduct mark below 4.0. (United States Marine Corps, 2012)
The guidance listed in the IRAM uses the term recruit, but it synonymous with a junior
enlisted Marine. Additional details on the rating of recruits is outside the scope of this
research.
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2.

Adobe

Due to limitations in data, I can only speculate as where the Check-In fits into the
total culture and administrative timeline within the whole organization. There is some
evidence listed in Figure 8 on generally how often the system should be executed between
the rater and ratee. On page 3 of the Check-In, there is a guide to employees that sets a
general guideline for an employee to talk about how often each meeting should occur to
conduct a Check-In. It mentions the possibility of weekly, monthly, or quarterly meetings.
Given that information, there is reason to believe quarterly is the minimum occurrence for
a Check-In. On page 8 of the Check-In, there is a development worksheet that delivers
instructions on how to set goals for a ratee in the period of observation, which implies
future meetings to validate the completion of a goal. A snapshot of this process is in Figure
9. Due to limitations in my data, there are no personal accounts from employees of how
often the document was used by employees to actually foster future performance.

Figure 8. Adobe Occurrence of Appraisal Based on the Check-In Artifact.
Source: Adobe Systems Inc. (2015).
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Figure 9. Goal Setting Worksheet on the Adobe Check-In.
Source: Adobe (2015).

3.

Similarities

There are some similarities in the occurrence for appraisal if both of the documents
are executed to their potential. If used to potential, the document should be used as listed
in the requirements section of their system. For the Marine Corps, the requirements are
listed in the IRAM. Adobe defines their occurrence for appraisal inside of the document
using general terms like “often” or “weekly.” Outside of those small differences, both the
Marine Corps and the Adobe Systems Inc. Check-In do propose some occurrence—
whether it be weekly or semiannually.
4.

Differences

The primary difference that exists between each systems occurrence of appraisal
lies within the requirement to execute the system. The Marine Corps requires specific
occurrences for appraisal formally mandated by Marine Corps policy (United States
Marine Corps, 2000). As a limitation to my research, Adobe has no mandate visible inside
their Check-In document. Administratively, the IRAM for the Marine Corps mandates
required occurrences for appraisal as the Adobe system does not dictate inside their
document when the system is required to be used. There may be pressure within Adobe to
use the document, but nothing is explicitly written within the Check-In to make it appear
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as a requirement. An additional difference between the two systems is that the Adobe
system is not tied to administrative events such as punishment, inter-organizational moves,
or even vertical advancement in the organization like the Marine Corps (Adobe Systems
Inc., 2015).
5.

Adaption

The Marine Corps could benefit from adapting two areas from the Adobe System—
the bi-weekly or monthly occurrence of appraisal and the dictation of requirements inside
the Proficiency and Conduct document. First, bi-weekly occurrence of a Proficiency and
Conduct would foster more meetings between the rater and ratee, which could increase
team communication and reduce the likelihood of recency bias. The theory is that Marine
rating teams need to keep in a more direct rating relationship that fosters comfort in the
rater and ratee team. It is a dynamic approach designed to keep the rating team engaged, as
well as allow the ratee and ratee to give and take feedback more often. Second, in an effort
to “lean” the Marine Corps Proficiency and Conduct system, the Marine Corps could take
the requirements out of the IRAM and place them within the Proficiency and Conduct
document. Populating requirements into the Proficiency and Conduct document would
reduce future errors in appraisal by ensuring the rater does not forget where to find the
appropriate rating occurrence.
E.

STAKEHOLDERS
1.

The Marine Corps

The Marine Corps has multiple stakeholders, or constituents, that have a vested
interest in the Proficiency and Conduct system for any reason that any organization of
similar size and mission may have. Internal stakeholders include the rater, the ratee, the
instructors for training, the Marine Corps as an entire organization, the personnel who
manage the Proficiency and Conduct data in the masses, the staffs that receive the
Proficiency and Conduct marks, and even the personnel that use the system for
administrative purposes such as derogatory and commendatory material. External
stakeholders include the personnel that work with the users of the Proficiency and Conduct
system in jobs outside of the Marine Corps, congressional panels that mandate performance
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management, Department of Defense constituents that are linked in any way to the Marine
Corps, and any civilian that interacts with a Marine that has engaged in the execution of
the Proficiency and Conduct system. Stakeholders vary, but for the scope of this analysis,
the stakeholders that take precedence are the personnel, or chain of command, that interact
directly with the system during a period of observation of a Marine.
2.

Adobe

Adobe’s Check-In process has internal and external stakeholders like the Marine
Corps. Its internal stakeholders include the following: the chain of command that may
influence the ratee and rater relationship, the creators of the performance development
system, the rater and ratee team, and the human resources department that assists in the
process of the Check-Ins. Adobe’s external stakeholders include external organizations that
model their performance development process, the other publicly-traded performance
development environments, the everyday clients that are served by the raters, and ratees
that are experiencing the Check-In system on a day-to-day basis. For the scope of this
research, the stakeholders that take precedence in this analysis are the rater and ratee team.
3.

Similarities

The similarities that exist between the Marine Corps and the Adobe systems include
the rater and the ratee team. The chain of command also exists in a similar fashion for each
organization—with strict regard for each organization’s special bureaucratic nuances.
Stakeholders are generally the same for both organizations but may carry difference names.
For example, the Marine Corps uses general staff, while Adobe may use upper level
executives, which is a rough translation of the same positions between the two
organizations.
4.

Differences

Due to cultural differences, the stakeholders hold different relationships and each
organization may have more, or less, bureaucratic structure between parties in each
stakeholder relationship. Additionally, the Marine Corps has more personnel associated
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directly with their system than Adobe might, because there is a chain of command that is
larger than just two people.
5.

Adaption

Given that Adobe has a chain of command that their Check-In Process flows
through that is only two people, it may be challenging for the Marine Corps to maintain
administrative command and control over their enlisted staff in this nature. However, it
would be beneficial to use the current Marine Corps Fitness Report process and keep the
three people in the chain of command. By narrowing the direct stakeholder chain of
command that the Proficiency and Conduct grading system passes through, there may be
room to improve the speed of the total system from beginning to end.
F.

ADDITIONAL FACTORS
1.

The Marine Corps

Four additional factors that affect the Marine Corps Proficiency and Conduct
process and influence my research include rater training, inflation, organizational culture,
and organizational change. All four processes effect the Proficiency and Conduct process
directly, indirectly, internally, and externally. Rater training affects the quality of reporting.
Inflation reflects the validity of reports across the system. Organizational culture and
organizational change effect the execution and acceptance of the system institutionally.
Rater training emphasizes the training that is required to ensure a rater accurately
reports performance of a subordinate in a given period. Under the current system for
Proficiency and Conduct marks, training primarily occurs at the first formal training school
the Marine attends, such as the Primary MOS school for enlisted Marines and The Basic
School for commissioned officers. Additional on-the-job training may occur for raters, but
the training varies from unit to unit and is unstandardized. Adobe’s Check-In injects
elements of rater training into their system through explicit verbiage inside their rating
format. Without the information availability each time, Marine rater and ratee teams are
required to find training elsewhere if time permits. The appendix of this analysis contains
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an example of a standard training event for Proficiency and Conduct marks conducted at
The Basic School in Quantico, Virginia (United States Marine Corps, 2016).
Inflation is a natural by-product of any numeric rating system and exists regardless
of any constraints a system uses to control inflation. In the case of the Marine Corps system,
if the majority of reports lie in a single region above the organizationally mandated average,
there is inflation. A 2017 report confirms that inflation exists but does not adversely affect
the Proficiency and Conduct process for its general purpose (Larger, 2017). In the adaption
of the Adobe system, there is room to reduce existing inflation with more qualitative
sections, but this may induce heavier non-numeric bias for the reporting system.
Organizational culture is the set of values and beliefs of the body of personnel in
an organization, like the Marine Corps, that defines the body of people through their system
of artifacts, values, behaviors, and basic assumptions (Hatch, 1993). Within those artifacts
such as the Proficiency and Conduct format of the performance evaluation system, there
are underlying assumptions and behaviors that the Marine Corps is fostering with the
current system. The current system reflects the Marine Corps as a structured, timedeprived, and fast-paced organization that values personnel enough to grade them for some
purpose. In comparison to the Marine Corps system, Adobe’s current system has a similar
theme, but it is reflective of an organization that values the team and fosters understanding
in a process, as shown by the large amount of evaluation information included in the CheckIn. Although the little elements that describe an organization conducting the same
performance evaluation every day are subtle, the differences are noticeable.
Organizational change in this research applies to the change of goals and values
within an organization from the individual level to the total organization level.
Organizational change is not modeled in this Adobe to Marine Corps benchmark but is
important to consider when implementing new performance evaluation approaches to large
organizations. Research shows that 70% of the time that institutional change effort will fail
due to conflicts between the values of the organizational personnel and the actual mechanism
that change is instituted such as a specific leadership style (Burnes & Jackson, 2011). Thus,
change in a top-down organization like the Marine Corps, in a program such as a new
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performance evaluation system combined with a performance development system, may take
a specific type of leadership to implement the process and to foster buy-in.
Fortunately, the Marine Corps already has some experience with a performance
development system. The Marine Corps accounts for the process of development through
MCO 1500.6, Marine Leader Development. Yet, leadership development concepts inside
MCO 1500.6 force personnel to filter through a large bureaucracy of resources that may
not be known by a rater and ratee team to gain all the tools necessary for rate and ratee
development. Fortunately, the Fitness Report is a strong baseline in which the Marine
Corps can already use to benefit its junior enlisted performance evaluation system. By
adapting the graphic rating scales, feedback sections, and basic administrative elements of
the Fitness Report, the Marine Corps capitalizes on its own successful system and can
benefit from additional adaption from Adobe’s industry model. An adapted example titled
Leadership Marks is listed in Figure 10. Figure 10 combines Adobe’s feedback mechanism
using a goals section adapted from the Adobe Check-In Toolkit and supplements it with
the graphic rating scale of the current Marine Corps Fitness Report.
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Figure 10.

Leadership Marks. Adapted from Adobe Systems Inc. (2015), Larger
(2017), and United States Marine Corps (n.d.).
PURPOSE:

The Purpose of this document is to define a performance score for Marines of rank's Private through Corporal. The attributes
listed below are meant to define "The Whole Marine Concept." These scores are initiated by a rater/ratee team and are
archived in the The Marine Corps Total Force System upon completion. Any descrepencies, or questions, should be directed
to Manpower Information Systems (MI).
Expectation(s): Expectations from the rater to the subordinate
1)
2)
3)
Additional Expectations:

Completed Expectations (Unsatisfactory = 1, Satisfactory = 2, Above Average = 3, Superior = 4)
Expectation 1:
Expectation 2:
Expectation 3:
Additional Expectation:

2.0
3.0
4.0
2.0

LEADERSHIP MARKS BEHAVIORAL ANCHORS
MISSION ACCOMPLISHMENT
LEADERSHIP
INDIVIDUAL CHARACTER
PHYSICAL FITNESS
PERSONAL APPEARANCE
TECHNICAL SKILLS
INTELLECT AND WISDOM
ATTITUDE
COURTESY

Final Score
Available Scores (0.0-5.0 )
Average Score without NJP:
Average Score with NJP:
Grade to be assigned to rated Marine

0.0 to 5.0
Redefined in IRAM
Redefined in IRAM
3.3

Notes:
Remarks:

Goal Strategy to be accomplished in the next 30 days
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Scale (0.0 to 5.0)
0
4.6
0
4.8
4.6
4.1
4.2
4.4
4.9

G.

SUMMARY
This analysis used benchmarking to provide comparative analysis between the

cultural artifacts of Adobe Systems Incorporated Check-In performance development
toolkit and the Marine Corps Proficiency and Conduct performance evaluation system. My
scope focused on adaption of the design, purpose, and occurrence of appraisal from
Adobe’s system to the Marine Corps system. For each focus item, I discussed both
institutions’ particular evaluation development platforms, their similarities, their
differences, and any adaption possibilities for the future benefit of the Marine Corps. I
concluded the chapter with a discussion on stakeholders in the process as well as the
dynamic cultural challenges involved with instituting change in a transformed Marine
Corps performance development system. Table 3 summarizes important elements of the
analysis.
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Table 3.

Analysis Chapter Highlights from Marine Corps Proficiency and Conduct
System and the Adobe’s Check-in. Adapted from United States Marine
Corps (n.d.) and Adobe Systems Inc. (2015).
Similarities

Differences

Adaption from Adobe

Adobe: 17- page
document Marine Corps:
1-Page document Adobe:
Existing process
Adapt the expectations,
no explicit mandate on
The Process
includes
feedback, and
their artifact Marine
feedback
development
Corps: initiation starts
with a policy to conduct a
rating
Implicitly
communicate
Adapt the topic of
that the
Adobe: performance
performance
purpose is to development tool Marine development and use
The Purpose
examine
Corps: performance
goal setting in the
personnel
management tool
Proficiency and
through current
Conduct process
work status

The Design

Feedback
section,
performance
evaluation
section, and
explicit
platform for
comments
from the rater
to the ratee

Adobe: uses 17 pages that
Adapt the expectations,
include development
feedback and
mechanisms that include
development
goal-setting exercises and
mechanisms and adapt
includes two-way
them into a new format
communication devices
that includes goal
Marine Corps: only uses
setting and two-way
one digital platform to
communication
capture two scaled grades
between the rater and
and a singular one-way
ratee
feedback section

Adobe: at Least once a
Each
quarter and as often as
organization
the rater and ratee team
Occurrence of recommends a
feels necessary (Flexible)
Appraisal
specific
Marine Corps: occurrence
occurrence for
required by the IRAM
appraisal
(Inflexible)

Adapt a more flexible
time-frame similar to
Adobe to foster regular
feedback between the
rater and ratee team

*Note: The organizational culture within the changing organization dictates the
ability to adapt existing mechanisms from outside sources.
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IV.
A.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

CONCLUSION
Ronald Reagan once said, “Some people spend an entire lifetime wondering if they

made a difference in the world. But, the Marines don’t have that problem” (Department of
Defense, 2009). The Marine Corps commonly attributes its ability to make a difference to
its tough training regimen, strict disciplined culture, and a long history of fighting
America’s wars in every clime and place. But it is impossible to begin to understand what
makes the United States Marine Corps successful without considering the performance
management of the personnel that make that organization so strong—the junior enlisted.
In this analysis, I conduct qualitative research by compiling literature on bestpractice benchmarking and performance management to supplement a comparative
analysis between an Adobe Systems Incorporated Check-In toolkit and the Marine Corps
Proficiency and Conduct performance evaluation system. My results indicate that the
Marine Corps could benefit from the adoption of performance evaluation methods that
include multiple raters, the 360-degree method for performance evaluation, a combination
of performance development and performance evaluation, as well as a new design adapted
from Adobe Systems Incorporated’s acclaimed performance development process—the
Check-In toolkit. In this analysis, I address the need for universal training requirements in
the overall Proficiency and Conduct system and recommend the inclusion of training
standards in the Marine Corps IRAM. My research also indicates that the overall change
in the Proficiency and Conduct system is more complex than a single dimensional change
in the rater system. It would require change to the organizational culture within the Marine
Corps based on how it relates to the junior enlisted performance evaluation system.
B.

RECOMMENDATIONS
My recommendations follow in the order of most easily implementable to the

hardest to implement. Each recommendation is based on adaption of methods from the
Adobe Systems Incorporated Check-In performance development system as well as
combining already existing performance management methods for the Marine Corps
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Proficiency and Conduct performance management system. The recommendations are as
follows:


Update the IRAM to include training requirements, the purpose of the
Proficiency and Conduct system, and other general counseling information
to the IRAM



Change the Proficiency and Conduct graphic rating scale to just one score
and retitle it to align with the desired Marine terminology



Redesign the current Proficiency and Conduct system to a digital format
similar to the Marine Corps Fitness Report



Completely remove the Proficiency and Conduct system and replace it with
a performance development system that resembles Adobe’s Check-In or
remove the Proficiency and Conduct system altogether and use the existing
leadership development program

(1)

Update the IRAM

Marine Corps Order P1070.12H, the IRAM, includes basic information on pros and
cons for junior Marine enlisted and even has the occasions and detailed information on
how to use the grading system for both proficiency marks and conduct marks. Yet, the
document would benefit by increasing the communication to the rater and ratee team
through the addition of the purpose of the document as well as background information on
how to counsel, what to expect in a counseling, and communication methods for the chain
of command executing the system.
(2)

Redesign the Proficiency and Conduct Scale to One Graphic Rating Scale

Research in 2017 on the effectiveness of the Proficiency and Conduct system
concluded that many attributes that are used to define proficiency or conduct are correlated.
In other words, Marine raters cannot distinguish them from each other, which may
negatively affect the ratings. The Marine Corps would benefit from removing the correlated
terms and keeping the distinguishable terms in a single digital graphic rating scale. Benefits
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for the reduction and combination include the saved time to conduct each rating and the
further understanding for rater and ratee teams.
(3)

Use the Current Fitness Report System and Combine Useful Elements of
Design to the Proficiency and Conduct Markings System

The current Marine Corps Fitness Report system rates all E5 and above for the
Marine Corps and is a system that has been updated many times in the past 40 years. If the
Marine Corps used a system similar to the current Fitness Report, it could benefit from
using a system they already understand and that combines more than nine elements of
modern performance evaluations. The Fitness Report system does a more thorough job
than the Proficiency and Conduct system due to its all-inclusive nature. The redesign could
harness the attributes that are not correlated from the previous recommendation.
(4)

Remove the Proficiency and Conduct System and Replace It with a
Performance Development System Similar to Adobe

Modern performance evaluation is becoming old and outdated. As personnel and
organizations change, so should the administrative functions that manage their
performance. The Marine Corps has an opportunity to adapt the Adobe Check-In
performance development system to the Proficiency and Conduct system to boost future
performance. The Marine Corps does not have to use a 17-page document for their a newly
designed system, but certain elements that encompass Adobe’s Check-In such as
expectations, feedback, and development prove invaluable. Time consumption is a factor
in this recommendation, but as cultures shift towards talent management so do the time
requirements associated with developing that talent.
(5)

Remove the Proficiency and Conduct System Completely and Replace It
with an Existing Marine Corps Leadership Development System

In 2017, Larger examined the Proficiency and Conduct marking system and
identified that it was a heavy contributor to the promotion of junior enlisted Marines in
relation to the other elements of the composite score. Larger’s concept makes sense
because the Proficiency and Conduct system is a performance evaluation system that is
supposed to do just that—enable or disable promotion. His research concluded that the
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caveat was that there was correlation between elements of the rating attributes that defined
the scores that each Marine rater was giving, thus alluding to some bias in attributes.
To combat that issue, it would save time for Marines in every element of the chain
of command if the system was removed completely. If the system were removed the Marine
Corps composite score could be redesigned to make up for the missing Proficiency and
Conduct marks that existed in the previous promotion system and give back time to leaders
that may need to execute marks under heavy workloads.
By removing the Proficiency and Conduct system, it would eliminate redundancy
that is captured in the Proficiency and Conduct marks with the composite score. Time
would be saved resulting in more flexibility to execute a performance development system.
(6)

Areas Recommended for Further Study

I recommend an in-depth study into the Proficiency and Conduct rating system and
whether removing the system would be beneficial to the force as a whole. Further study of
the effectiveness of the current personnel development programs and their effect on the
promotion of Marines. I also recommend additional study on the culture of the Marine
Corps on how it associates with administrative functions like counseling. Finally, I
recommend a study on cultural inertia in the Marine Corps and how that is affecting the
lost opportunities across the administrative spectrum.
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APPENDIX A. MARINE CORPS FITNESS REPORT
The following document is the Marine Corps Fitness Report from the Marine Corps
performance evaluation on-line service, United States Marine Corps (n.d.).
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APPENDIX B. PROFICIENCY AND CONDUCT MARKING TOOL
The following image is the Proficiency and Conduct Marking Tool used by the
Marine Corps. United States Marine Corps (n.d.).
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APPENDIX C. PROFICIENCY AND CONDUCT MARKS
The following document is from the Basic Officer Course training course on
Proficiency and Conduct marks from the United States Marine Corps (2016).
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